
Safety Identification
Advantages of on-site safety 

sign printing
You’ve decided to take action and start creating a safer, leaner workplace 
with more visuals. Now it’s time to consider two common labelling options: 
On-site/do-it-yourself (DIY) printing or ordering pre-printed labels and signs.

Let’s take a look at the difference between the two in terms of time:
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You have a need for an 
identification label.
You walk up to your printer 
and create the label on a 
simple user interface, print it 
and apply it.

You have a need for an 
identification label.
You do some research on 
where to order and what to 
order.

You decide to place the 
order, taking time to 
process the order and 
provide all of the necessary 
information.

The waiting begins.

An accident almost occurs 
because the label you 
needed wasn’t in place to 
inform employees of the 
hazard.

You continue to wait for the 
label to arrive.

...still waiting.

The label arrives! You put 
it in place and realise you 
could really use a few more. 
Back to the drawing board!

You print more when you 
want to make your facility 
safer and more efficient.

The Choice is Simple!

Not only does on-site safety 
sign printing save you time, it 
is also...

Convenient
You can create labels from common templates and use 
a wide variety of label materials. Plus, with a printer on 
hand, you can pace your projects as needed.

Customisable
You can have multiple languages, 
consistent messaging and instructions 
your employees will understand.

Create signs and labels in any colour or shape 
on-site and on demand.

Watch the video and request the brochure:
www.bradyeurope.com/diy
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